The 5 most
common mistakes in
online shops
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Mistake N°1

Contradictions and missing
information about shipping
costs
Missing information about shipping options is common
when shopping online. Sometimes, the price of the
shipping is even different at the end of the checkout
process. Additionally, when there is information about
shipping costs it is often incomplete: Not all countries
supplied are listed, details on product groups and weights
are incomplete and eventual collection fees are not
provided.



	
Tip for online retailers:
Before customers actually submit their order, they
must be informed about all applicable costsincluding shipping costs or any possible
surcharges. Providing information about the
shipping costs on an information page is
recommended. If so, they must match the fees that
are calculated on the ordering page.
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Contradictions and missing
information about delivery
times and payment methods
Negligence in respect to delivery times
Trusted Shops has discovered that information on delivery
times is sometimes missing on product pages. Additionally,
differing delivery information is often provided on various
pages such as product page, Terms and Conditions, FAQ,
customer information or in the order process.



 ip for online retailers:
T
In order to prevent a muddle of contradictory
information, online retailers should only provide
information on delivery times on the respective
product pages – and as accurately as possible. In
the GT&C, definite information on delivery times
should be avoided.
On the one hand, the customer initially expects to
find information on delivery times by the product.
On the other hand, maintenance of the website is
minimised when delivery times only have to be
updated once.

Information about payment methods
offers scope for improvement
Credit card, PayPal or purchase on account? Especially when
selling cross-border, offering a range of payment methods
becomes necessary. The information about the available payment methods must be given at the latest on the shopping
cart page and may not be contradictory.



 ip for online retailers:
T
The available payment methods in the shop are
recommended to be listed in the general terms.
They need to match the actual choice in the ordering process. The link to this page should also be
clearly identified – for example, using the term
"payment methods". Alternatively, the payment
methods can be made permanently visible as an
infographic or in the shopping basket.
The individual pages of the shop must not provide
contradictory information as to how the customer
can pay.
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Mistake N°2
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Mistake N°3

Missing information
about the use of data in the
data protection policy
What happens to customer data which is collected in an
online shop? When checking data protection policies,
Trusted Shops has ascertained that the information is
generally incomplete. It can often be read in data
protection policies that the customer data is used only for
the processing of the purchase contract. But, as soon as a
subscription to a newsletter can be made, this statement is
already inaccurate. Then, in this case, the e-mail address is
used for marketing and advertising purposes – and this
must be clearly stated in the data protection policy.
Additionally, aspects such as credit screening, cookies or
tracking should also be considered.



	
Tip for online retailers:
Be clear about the purposes you want to use the
data collected in your online shop for. According
to that draft, a data protection policy should
clearly explain which data is collected and what it
is used for.
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Inaccurate information
about the right to cancel
an order
In online shops, there is often outdated or inaccurate information on the right to cancel – particularly in respect to the
cancellation period, which is 14 days.
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	Tip for online retailers:
Instead of imposing one's own regulations, the
operators of online shops should use the model
instruction for cancellation as provided by the
Consumer Contracts (Information, Cancellation
and Additional Charges Regulations) 2013 –
including the model cancellation form.

Mistake N°4
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Mistake N°5
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Inadmissible exceptions
and limitations to the right
to cancel
As Trusted Shops has determined, the exercise of cancellation
rights are often inadmissibly limited by clauses in the terms &
conditions



 ip for online retailers :
T
Exceptions to the right to cancel are listed in
reg. 28 of the Consumer Contracts Regulations.
Hence, they cannot be expanded at will, even
when the taking back of the goods appears
economically unreasonable. If doubt arises, shop
operators should clarify with a lawyer as to
whether a product can be excluded from the
cancellation rights. During the cancellation period,
a customer has the right to examine the ordered
goods. Online retailers who wish to demand
compensation for usage must include an appro
priate indication in the instructions. The return of
goods which are not in the original packaging or
have been used may not be excluded under any
circumstances.
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About Trusted Shops
Trusted Shops has been the best-known e-commerce
trustmark for online retailers and online shoppers for
over 15 years. The trustmark is highly recommended by
consumer advisors and government authorities for safe
shopping on the Internet. With the trustmark, the customer
reviews system, and legal advice for e-commerce,
Trusted Shops offers online retailers a "comprehensively
secure" package.
Our services provide legal security, improve consumer trust
in your shop and simultaneously increase turnover. Online
shoppers benefit from the shop certification by being
automatically able to make use of the "money-back
guarantee". With this protection, they are covered against
the loss of money paid in the case of non-delivery or after
return of the goods – regardless of the method of payment.
Trusted Shops protects over 2 million transactions each
year. Since the founding of the company, the total value of
the transactions protected is over 3 billion pounds.
All 300 Trusted Shops employees ensure that shopping on
the Internet is safe – anywhere in Europe.
Around 20,000 online shops in the Europe and the UK
already display the trustmark.
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Contact Us

Subbelrather Straße 15c, 50823 Cologne, Germany

